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In his recent book, Seth Schwartz explores “[t]he tension between egalitarian 
solidarity and competitive reciprocity” in the late Second Temple period and in 
rabbinic Judaism.1 As Schwartz’s characterization of reciprocity implies, it stands 
at odds with egalitarianism because exchange, outside the boundaries of the market, 
is ordinarily structured by asymmetry, and thus by the hierarchical relationships 
of patronage and dependence.2 For Schwartz, Judaism’s “natural” proclivity, at 
least as enshrined in the Torah, is toward egalitarian solidarity. To obviate the 

* I thank professors Gary Anderson and Gregg Gardner for their comments on earlier drafts of
this essay. Gregg Gardner also kindly furnished me with his unpublished manuscript on μydsj twlymg 
in tannaitic literature that encouraged me to rethink one aspect of my argument.

1 Were the Jews a Mediterranean Society? Reciprocity and Solidarity in Ancient Judaism (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2010) 166.

2 To the solidarity/hierarchy binary compare Victor Turner’s opposition between communitas
and structure, on which see Éric Rebillard, The Care of the Dead in Late Antiquity (trans. Elizabeth 
Trapnell Rawlings and Jeanine Routier-Pucci; Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2009) 48. In 
the Roman context, the exchange of  and  occurs not only between patrons and clients 
but also between friends. Friendship (amicitia) thus represents, prima facie, a context of reciprocal 
exchange that averts hierarchy. But the exception “proves” the rule: in practice, reciprocal exchange 
in friendship does as much to undermine or destabilize the relationship as to create and perpetuate 
it. See Paul J. Burton, “Amicitia in Plautus: A Study of Roman Friendship Processes,” American 
Journal of Philology 125 (2004) 209–43, especially 212, 223 n. 37 and 228–35 (on asymmetric 
exchanges that rupture friendships); David Konstan, “Patrons and Friends,” Classical Philology 90 
(1995) 328–36, and especially 337–41 (on Roman moralists who criticize addressees for failing to 
appreciate the difference—one that may matter only for the moralists themselves—between friend 
and client). For a seminal attempt to trace the complicated relationship between friendship and 
patronage among Romans see Richard Saller, “Patronage and Friendship in Early Imperial Rome,” 
in Patronage in Ancient Society (ed. Andrew Wallace-Hadrill; New York: Routledge, 1989) 49–62. 
On the same categories in the Palestinian Talmud see Catherine Hezser, “Rabbis and Other Friends: 
Friendship in the Talmud Yerushalmi and in Graeco-Roman Literature,” in The Talmud Yerushalmi 
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Mari bar Mar, in contrast, is wealthy.13 While this story does not rely, at least 
explicitly, on the proximity of twnm jwlçm and μynwybal twntm, it does portray the 
exchange of food on Purim as a site for the display and negotiation of status. What 
is particularly striking about the story is Abbaye’s role. The barbs by Rabba and 
Mari do not in fact issue directly from them, but from the go-between, Abbaye, 

his ability to “author” this status struggle.
On Seth Schwartz’s account, Judaism in the Mediterranean world favored charity 

over reciprocity insofar as the latter, but not the former, occasions indebtedness of 
a kind that strains bonds of solidarity. The above discussion allows us to nuance 
this account of the relationship between charity and reciprocity, for it suggests that 
the very presence of charity (here, μynwybal twntm) as an alternative to reciprocity 
(twnm jwlçm) can magnify the social tension implicit in reciprocal exchange. To 
give what the receiver perceives as too little is to treat the receiver like a pauper. 

between Rabba and Mari owes something to the implicit presence of charity as 
the alternative to reciprocal exchange on Purim. In any case, the Purim context 
sharply distinguishes charity and reciprocity as categories. In the next section, we 
turn to a very different, indeed almost an inverse permutation of the relationship 
between these two modes of transfer. I will argue that the categories of μydsj twlymg 
(GH) and hqdx correspond, in certain ways, to reciprocity and charity, respectively, 
but that in other ways, rabbinic texts construct GH in such a way that it blurs the 
line between reciprocity and charity, and thus reduces or neutralizes the socially 
divisive aspects of reciprocal exchange.

hqdx and μydsj twlymg
The categories of charity (hqdx) and GH (μydsj twlymg) occur together in t. Pe’ah 
4:19.14

13 The contrast between Rabba’s meager table and Mari bar Mar’s opulent fare is also the 
subject of the next story in b. Meg. 7b. If, as some have suggested, Mari bar Mar is a member of 
the exilarchate’s household, then the connection between this story and the previous one, involving 
the Palestinian patriarch, is closer still. On representations of the food at the exilarch’s home see 
Geoffrey Herman, “The Babylonian Exilarchate in the Sasanian Period” (Ph.D. diss., Hebrew 
University, 2005) 248–50. But Moshe Beer, The Babylonian Amoraim: Aspects of Economic Life 

with the patriarchate, presumably because, in his view (The Babylonian Exilarchate in the Arsacid 
and Sassanian Periods
yeshivah (among them Rabba and Abbaye) are never said to visit the exilarch. Indeed, for Beer, 
the strained relationship between the exilarchate and the Pumbedita yeshiva may have contributed 
to Rabba’s untimely death. But the exchange depicted in b. Meg. 7b is hardly warm, so that the 
association of Mari bar Mar with the exilarchate need not put the story at odds with the existence 
of tension between the exilarchate and the Pumbeditan yeshivah.

14 Saul Lieberman, ed., Tosefta (4 vols.; New York City: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 
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hqdxhç ala hrwtbç twxm lk dgnk ˜ylwqç μydsj twlymgw hdqx
μyyn[b μydsj twlymg μyyn[b hqdx μytmbw μyyjb μydsj twlymg μyyjb

wpwgbw wnwmmb μydsj twlmg wnwmmb hqdx μyryç[bw

Charity and GH weigh as much as all the commandments in the Torah. But 
charity extends only to the living, and GH to the living and the dead;15 charity 
to the poor, and GH to the poor and the rich; charity to one’s money, and GH 
to one’s money and one’s body.

The grouping of charity with GH suggests that they are fundamentally similar. 
Charity might be understood, in the context of t. Pe’ah 4:19, as a species of GH. 
But insofar as GH is broader than charity, and, in particular, extends beyond 
assistance to the poor, it must rest on a distinctive theoretical basis. The discussion 
below surveys the representation of GH in other rabbinic texts with the ultimate 
aim of discerning its theoretical basis, and the nature of its relationship with charity.

What t. Pe’ah 4:19 pointedly elides in its statement of the differences between 
charity and GH is that the category of GH, unlike charity, often occurs within the 
framework of social reciprocity. I will take up the import of this elision below, after 
presenting evidence for the association between GH and reciprocity. Perhaps the 
clearest evidence for this association comes from m. B. Bat. 9:4.

hrzj twnybçwçh hrzj bah yyjb twnybçwç ˜txqym wç[ç μyjah
ydkw ˜yy ydk wrybjl jlwçh lba ˜yd tybb tbgyn twnybçwçhç [xmal

μydsj twlymg ˜hç ynpm ˜yd tybb μybgyn ˜n[y](w)a ˜mç

Brothers, of whom some supplied wedding gifts in their father’s lifetime—
when the wedding gifts are reciprocated, they fall to all, because wedding 
gifts may be claimed in court. But one who sends his friend jars of wine or 
jars of oil, they may not be claimed in court, because they are GH.16

This pericope contrasts GH with “wedding gifts” (twnybçwç).17 Wedding gifts—or 
at least, wedding gifts provided by one serving in the capacity of ̃ ybçwç—must by 
law be reciprocated. Hence, one who provides such wedding gifts acquires a credit, 
one that he may bequeath to his children. But gifts conveyed outside the contours of 
this institution—presumably, whether for a wedding or otherwise—do not generate 

1955) 1:60–61. On the origins of the idiom μydsj twlymg see n. 25 below.
15 Compare Ruth 2:20 μytmh taw μyyjh ta wdsj

the dead); Sir 7:33 dsj [nmt la tmm μgw (and even from the dead do not refrain from kindness) 
(MS

between hqdx and GH instantiated in the story of the anointing of Jesus at Bethany (Matt 26:6–13 
and parallels), where the oil is not sold and given to the poor, as the disciples would have preferred, 
but poured over Jesus’ body in anticipation of his burial, the New Testament also attests to a link 
between GH and the dead. This position is summarized and critiqued in Ulrich Luz, Matthew 21–28: A 
Commentary on Matthew 21–28 (trans. James E. Crouch; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005) 337–38.

16 The text is from MS 
eted material represents my own corrections.

17 On this institution see N. H. Tur-Sinai, ˜ybçwç, in Sefer Assaf (ed. Umberto Cassuto et al.; 
Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 1953) 316–22.
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a legal debt; they are merely GH. The very need to distinguish GH from twnybçwç 
in this context indicates that GH too, unlike charity, gives rise to at least a social 
expectation of reciprocation.18 This implication is reinforced by the occurrence 
immediately before and after the above text of two other typical manifestations of 
the economy of reciprocal exchange: euergetic expenditure and meal contributions.19

Another pericope, t. Šeb. 7:9 (Lieberman ed., 1:196), brings both of the above 
comparates, charity and wedding gifts, to bear upon GH.

˜yaw bwjw hwlm ˜hm ˜y[rwp ˜ya ynç rç[m djaw ty[ybç dja
˜yaw twnybçwç ˜hb ˜yçw[ ˜yaw ˜yywbç ˜hb ˜ydwp ˜yaw ˜ylwmg ˜hm ˜ymlçm

˜ykyrxw μydsj twlymg lç rbd ˜hm ˜yjlçm lba hqdx ˜hm ˜yqswp
hbwfb ry[ rbjl ˜twa ˜yntwnw [ydwhl

From the produce of the sabbatical year and from the second tithe alike, one 
-

cence (˜ylwmg ... ˜ymlçm), and one may not redeem captives, and one may not 
make of them wedding gifts, and one may not allocate charity from them. But 
one may send from them something of GH—but one must inform (the recipi-
ent of its status)—and one may give (from) it to a city councilor as a gratuity.20

GH, on the evidence of the second half of the pericope (“But one may send from 
them something of GH”), is not obligatory in the same sense as or to the same 
degree that charity is; thus one may use the growth of the sabbatical year or the 

the connection between GH and reciprocation. If the expectation of reciprocation 
with respect to GH (˜ylwmg ˜ymlçm, rendered above with the words “reciprocate 

twnybçwç (so that, per 
m. B. Bat. 9:4, it does not give rise to an enforceable legal claim), it nevertheless
remains robust enough that one may not use sabbatical year produce or the second
tithe to satisfy this expectation.21

18 On the expectation of reciprocation vis-à-vis wedding gifts see, e.g., Eldon Jay Epp, “Humanitas 
in the Greco-Roman Papyri,” in Biblical and Humane: A Festschrift for John F. Priest (ed. Linda 
Bennett Elder et al.; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996) 203, citing PFlor 3.332 (second cent. C.E.): 
“At your wedding the wife of my brother Discas brought me 100 drachmae; and now that her son 
Nilus is about to marry, it is right that we should make a return gift, even if we have grievances 
against them still pending.”

19 In the Hebrew, respectively: twnmwa, on which see Hanoch Albeck, Shisha Sidre Mishnah (6 
vols.; Jerusalem: Bialik, 1952–1956) 4:438, and twnwlbys, on which see Lieberman, Tosefta Ki-

, 2:779, as well as t. B. Bat. 10:8, detailing the ways in which the obligation to reciprocate  
twnwlbys differs from the debt incurred by a loan.

20 More or less the same rule occurs in t. Pe’ah 4:16 (Lieberman ed., 1:59) with reference to 
the poor tithe (so in MS Erfurt, supported by Lieberman against MS Vienna, which speaks of the 
second tithe).

21 ˜yjlçm 
μydsj twlymg lç rbd) and the reciprocation (˜ylwmg ˜ymlçm). Compare Joel 4:4 μymlçm μta lwmgh 
yl[ μta μylmg μaw yl[ “Are you requiting Me for something I have done, or are you doing 

NJPS). Possibly the two clauses in this verse distinguish between the 
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TZVI NOVICK 41

that rabbinic (primarily tannaitic) literature employs a different term to describe 
a conveyance with no strings attached: μnj tntm (“a free gift”). The free gift is 
contrasted with debt repayment in m. Šeb. 8:5, in a context closely connected to 
the above passage from t. Šeb. 7:9. The Tosefta’s commentary on the notion of the 
free gift ( 3:14) is especially relevant.

         wrykm ˜yaç ywgb 'wma 'rbd hmb μnj twntm ˜hl ˜yntwn ˜yaw ˜hl ˜yrkwmw
rtwm hz yrh wbhwa wa wnykç hyh μa lba μwqml μwqmm rbw[ hyhç wa

wl wrkwm[k](b) ala wnyaç

And one sells to [Gentiles], but one does not give them free gifts. Concerning 

was passing from one place to another. But if he was his neighbor or friend, 
lo, this is permissible, for it is like selling it to him.22

The prohibition against giving Gentiles free gifts—traced in the continuation to Deut 
7:2—is here restricted to a Gentile stranger, or a Gentile whom one will likely not 
encounter again. One may give a free gift to a Gentile friend or neighbor, because 
such a gift is not really free, for the recipient will inevitably reciprocate. This passage 

practical terms, the Tosefta, by narrowing the prohibition of Deut 7:2 to strangers 
and passersby, prevents it from interfering with the integration of Gentiles into 
rabbinic Jews’ reciprocation-based social networks.

Reciprocity occurs in connection with GH again in Gen. Rab. 38:3 (Theodor-
lbq) one’s 

friend with lentils, and the other reciprocates with a meal comprised of meat, the 

(˚yl[ lmg
passage from Cant. Rab. ad Cant 2:5 where a group of rabbis, having enjoyed the 

bless them seriatim upon their departure. The rabbis emphasize especially the 
Ushans’ cheerful provision of food. Most pertinent is the valedictory of R. Shimon 

receives the reward of resurrection for her hospitality to Elijah even though the 
food that she provides him comes from his own miraculous intervention.

ta twyjhl htkz wtçmçw twpy μynp rbsb wtwa hlbqç ydy l[ ala
hmkw hmk tja l[ dsjh ylmwg açwa ynb wnyja μtaw hnb

l[ lmg signaling the initial 
Gen. Rab. 38:3, cited below.

22 The text is from the Genizah fragment T-S Or.1080 13.69, accessed via http://www.biu.ac.il/
JS/tannaim/ (cited 19 September 2010). Other manuscripts and the printed edition nonsensically omit 

˜ of both ̃ hl and ̃ yaw suggests that homoioteleuton is to blame.
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But because she received him cheerfully and served him, she merited to have 
-

cence (dsjh ylmwg), how much more so!23

Hospitality as a locus of social reciprocation occurs, in a form especially familiar 
from the context of Roman patronage, in  5:7 and the corresponding pericope 
in the Tosefta,  4:10 (Lieberman, ed., 2.303). These texts speak of guests 
leaving the host’s home with twnm, or portions of food, the precise equivalent of 
the sportula
was placed, and this basket, too, occurs in the Tosefta, under the name swlwrf.24

While the manifestations of reciprocity that surround GH in the above texts 

very etymology of the root lmg in biblical Hebrew. The root can signify any sort of 

of interchange, or of a background relationship between the actor and the acted-
upon, against which the immediate action acquires meaning. It is for this reason 
that the word gemul serves so regularly as the object of bç in the hiphil, “to turn 
back,” and μlç in the piel, “to recompense.” The reciprocal aspect of the economy 
of lmg becomes especially explicit in Obad 1:15: “As you did, so shall it be done to 
you; your conduct shall be requited (˚çarb bwçy ˚lmg)” (NJPS). The cognate verb 
in Akkadian, , can carry the sense of “to come to an agreement,” and the 
gimilli is one who owes another a favor.25 In like fashion, rabbinic law expresses 

23 The text is from MS Vatican 76 (per the online database of the Academy of the Hebrew 
Language, Maagarim, http://hebrew-treasures.huji.ac.il/, cited 9 June 2010). Receiving of guests is 
also joined to the category of GH in b. Šabb. 127a.

24 On the swlwrf see Lieberman, Tosefta Ki-Fshutah, 5:1013–14. For the Roman context see, 
e.g., Juvenal, Satires, 1.95–96, making mocking reference to the paltry little basket (sportula . . .
parva) to be taken by the client from the host’s threshold. It is noteworthy that elsewhere in tannaitic 
literature, receptacles also give their names to charity institutions, e.g., the ywjmt (literally a large
bowl) and the hpwq (a larger basket). On this phenomenon see Gardner, “Giving to the Poor,”
43–52. The usage of the term twnm in 4:10 recollects the practice of twnm jwlçm analyzed

in Gen. Rab. 38:3 calls to mind the exchange between Rabba and Mari bar Mar. Recollect that the
gifts of food conveyed by Abbaye are contained in a basket (aqsyf) and a cup (ask), comparable
to the Tosefta’s swlwrf. 

25 CAD CAD, “gimillu,” 5:73–75. The Akkadian expression gimilla turru (to 
CAD, “gimillu,” 5:74) is the precise semantic equivalent 

of Hebrew lwmg byçh lmg with dsj, in 
Isa 63:7, originates in a calque on Akkadian gimil dumqi. Weinfeld, Social Justice in Ancient Israel 
and in the Ancient Near East (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995) 19 n. 30. The earliest attestation 
of the idiom dsj lmg proper is Sir 37:11: dsj twlymg l[ h[r çya μ[ (“[Do not consult] with a 
wicked man concerning GH”) (MS B margin). On this passage see Weinfeld, Social Justice, 226. 
The Greek phrase ajntapodidovnai cavrin, the semantic equivalent of dsj lmg, occurs thrice in Ben 

NETS). MS 
A renders this phrase with bwf l[wp. However, in light of the pairing of forms of dsj with forms 
of qdx in the Hebrew Bible (Hos 10:12; Ps 36:11; 103:17; Prov 14:34; 21:21), the occurrence of 
ejlehmosuvnh
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concern about ˜ylmwg, individuals who game the halakhic system by performing 
(illicit) favors for each other.26

If, in the above cases, GH describes the transfer of tangible goods in ordinary 
contexts of social reciprocity, more often in rabbinic literature, it refers to 
benevolent acts in the context of misfortune, and especially care of the dead. 
While this element of GH receives far greater attention in amoraic than in tannaitic 
literature, it is almost certainly implicit in t. Pe’ah 4:19, not only because this 
pericope imagines GH as extending to the dead and to the body, but also because 
it deems GH the equivalent of all the commandments. Such high praise for GH 
presumably envisions a category that encompasses more than mere hospitality and 
reciprocal gift-giving. Care of the dead, together with visiting the sick, occurs in 
connection with GH in a tannaitic source, an account of right conduct occasioned by 
Exod 18:20, where Jethro articulates his vision of Moses’ role as conduit between 
God and the people.

rwqyb wz ˚rdh ta ˜hyyj ˜hl [dwh ˜hl t[dwhw 'mwa 'dwmh rz[la 'r
trwç wz hç[mh taw μydsj twlymg wz hb ˜yt[y]m [r]bq wz wkly μylwj

˜ydh trwçym μynpl wz ˜wç[y rça ˜ydh

R. Eleazar of Modiin said: “And you shall inform them”: inform them of their
life. “The way”: this is visiting the sick. “They should walk”: this is burial of

charity will atone for sins” [NETS]), supports the possibility that dsj lmwg represents the Hebrew 
original of Sir 3:30. In Sir 35:3, ajntapodidovnai cavrin and ejlehmosuvnh again co-occur: “One who 

(NETS). In neither context does Ben Sira appear to draw a categorical 
distinction between ajntapodidovnai cavrin and ejlehmosuvnh. The third occurrence of ajntapodidovnai 
cavrin is in Sir 30:6: “Against enemies he has left behind an avenger, and one who repays a kindness 
to friends” (NETS). The contrast between repaying kindness and avenging is a strong indicator that 
ajntapodidovnai cavrin corresponds to Hebrew dsj lmg, for in the Bible and at Qumran, byçh/μlç 
lwmg regularly pairs with the root μqn. See, e.g., Ps 94:2 (lwmg bçh. . .  twmqn la); 1QS ii 4 (ymqwn
μylwmg ymlçm . . . μqn). But the Sirach verse also highlights an emerging development: unlike 
biblical lwmg byçh/μlç, the idiom dsj lmg parallels μqn not synonymously but contrastively, to 
signify reciprocation of good. David A. deSilva situates Sir 30:6 within a cultural context where 
bonds of reciprocity extend over generations, and compares the verse to Isocrates, Demon. 2: “It 

Honor, Patronage, Kinship, & Purity: Unlocking New Testament Culture (Downers Grover, Ill.; 
InterVarsity Press, 2000) 97 n. 3. In connection with sons and fathers, see the discussion of the 
beginning of m. Pe’ah at nn. 50–51 below. The pairing of charity and benevolence recurs in Ben 
Sira at Sir 7:32–33, quoted in part in n. 15 above. In light of the persistent connection between 
charity and benevolence in Ben Sira, and the association of benevolence with the dead in Sir 7:33 
(and in the sources discussed below), Sir 38:16 deserves further attention: . . . h[md byzh tmh l[ ynb
μt[ywgb μl[tt law (My son, shed a tear for the dead . . . and do not ignore their corpses). The last 
phrase may allude to Isa 58:7, which begins with an injunction to provide for the poor, and ends 
thus: μl[tt al ˚rçbmw MS B). Outside of Sirach, an approximation 
of the idiom dsj lmg occurs in 1QS i 21: wnyl[ lmg wdsj ymjrw.

26 See, e.g., m. Demai 4:6; b. Ketub. 35a.
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the dead.27 “In it”: this is GH. “And the deed”: this is the legal course. “That 
they should do”: this is beyond the legal course.28

In light of t. Pe’ah 4:19, the Bavli’s assumption (  30b) that visiting 
the sick and burying the dead are not different from GH, but rather instantiations 
thereof, should probably be understood to represent R. Eleazar’s genuine intent.29 

but a baraita cited in b. Ned. 39b, rw[yç hl ˜ya μylwj rwqyb (there is no measure to 

27 The basis for this exegesis of wkly may lie in the rhetorical emphasis in rabbinic burial discourse 
on the process of traveling to the burial site. Compare wklhw in Gen. Rab. 58:7, cited below.

28 Mek. R. Ish. Yitro 2 (Horovitz-Rabin, ed., 198). The text is from the Genizah fragment T-S 
C4.4.2 (Kahana, ed., 94). The bracketed material represents the copyist’s corrections.

29 See also ’Abot R. Nat. A
to the world: comforting mourners, visiting the sick, and GH. Azariah Beitner’s book on comforting 
mourners and visiting the sick in stories about rabbis of Yavneh (Yavneh Stories: Visiting the Sick 
and Comforting Mourners [Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2011]) appeared too late for me 
to incorporate it into this essay.  The emphasis on sickness and death in these texts and in the texts 
surveyed below suggests that the rabbinic category of GH rests in part on the rhetoric of the body/
mortality. Especially noteworthy in this light is Gregory of Nazianzus’s Oration 14, “On Love of 
the Poor,” where he encourages his audience to attend to the victims of a leprosy outbreak, not 
only to the poor (the widowed, orphaned, exiled and impoverished), but also, and especially, to the 
wealthy, for “those who suffer evil in a way that contradicts their dignity are even more wretched 
than those who are used to misfortune. Most especially, then, we must open our hearts to those 
infected by the ‘sacred disease’ [leprosy].” The translation is from Brian E. Daley, Gregory of 
Nazianzus (New York: Routledge, 2006) 78–79. (Gregory’s remarks recollect the singling out of 
the “formerly wealthy poor” in rabbinic charity law, on which see Alyssa M. Gray, “The Formerly 
Wealthy Poor: From Empathy to Ambivalence in Rabbinic Literature of Late Antiquity,” AJS Review 
33 [2009] 101–33.) It is precisely at this point in his oration, after shifting, on the pattern of GH 
in t. Pe’ah 4:19, from the poor alone to both the poor and the wealthy, that Gregory introduces the 
body. “They are being betrayed by this deceiving, wretched, faithless body! How I am connected to 
this body, I do not know, nor do I understand how I can be an image of God, and still be mingled 

for what is best. . . . [B]rothers and sisters, we must care for what is part of our nature and shares 
in our slavery.” The body serves as a common denominator underlying differences in status and 
fortune. On the rhetoric of “philanthropy” (filanqrwpiva
(eujpoiiva)—among the fourth-century Cappadocians, of which Gregory’s oration is a shining 
example, see Brian E. Daley, “Building a New City: The Cappadocian Fathers and the Rhetoric 
of Philanthropy,” JECS 7 (1999) 431–61; Susan R. Holman, The Hungry Are Dying: Beggars and 
Bishops in Cappadocia (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). Libanius’s characterization of the 
Jewish people in one of his letters to the Jewish patriarch illustrates the generality of the category of 
philanthropy. Requesting of the patriarch a favor typical to Greco-Roman reciprocation networks, 

to help all, but most especially the best: taking care of all as human beings (ajnqrwvpou~), but of 
the best as living a life of virtue.” Menahem Stern, Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and Judaism 
(2 vols.; Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1980) 2:593, with minor 
differences. Insofar as philanthropy depends analytically on the category of humanity as such, and 
not, in a direct sense, on poverty, it resembles rabbinic GH. On the prominence of the body and of 
humanity as such in the rhetoric of GH see also n. 41 below. 
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visiting the sick), appears to depend on a tradition attested in m. Pe’ah 1:1 and t. 
Pe’ah 1:1, where the absence of measure is predicated of GH.30 

The association of GH as a category with care of the dead is much closer, to the 
point that dsj lwmgl
sources as a metonym for attending on the deceased.31 So, for example, Gen 23:10, 
which has Efron address “all the comers of his city’s gate” (wry[ r[ç yab lk), is 

Gen. Rab. 58:7 (Theodor-Albeck ed., 626):

hrçl dsj lwmgl wklhw ˜hytwtld lk wl[nç dmlm

upon Sarah.32

Likewise, Ishmael is praised (Gen. Rab. 62 [Theodor-Albeck, ed., 677]) for having 

father” (wybal dsj lwmgl) upon the latter’s death.33 The paradigmatic quality of care 

 16 [Horovitz-Rabin, 

30 Nor is it impossible that the contrastive categories ̃ wmm tawpr (“healing of money”) and tawpr
çpnh (“healing of the person/life”) in m. Ned. 4:4, which concerns visiting the sick, instantiate the 
notion in t. Pe’ah 4:19 that wpwgbw wnwmmb μydsj twlmg (“GH extends to one’s money and one’s 
body”). Like m. Ned. 4:4, other rabbinic texts state or imply that “visiting the sick” serves a direct 
therapeutic function. Indeed, “to visit the sick” (Aram. rqb piel + çyb) can be predicated not only 
of the lay visitor but also of the physician, as possibly in m. Ned. 4:4 itself. See unambiguously y. 

 1:5 (60c), which tells of a certain doctor (aysa) who entered “to visit the sick on the Sabbath.” 
A tradition attested in multiple places (Mordecai Margulies, ed., Midrash Wayyikra Rabbah [New 
York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1993] 772; b. Ned. 39b) asserts that each visitor to 
the sickbed alleviates one-sixtieth of the illness. The visit may also heal indirectly, by concentrating 
the visitor’s attention on the victim and thus inspiring the visitor to pray for the victim’s health. 
See b. Ned. 40a; b. Šabb. 12a–b; and see also b. Šabb. 67a, where the text supposes that the reason 
that the leper shouts out his impurity (per Lev 13:45), and that stricken trees are marked red, is to 
draw the attention and thus the prayers of passersby; 60a, where an alleged Roman custom 
of having lepers wind spindles in the marketplace is interpreted likewise as designed to encourage 
the intercession of piyting passersby; and Gen. Rab. 39:2 (Theodor-Albeck, ed., 376), where prayer 
over the sick and visiting the sick appear to interchange. On visiting the sick in Second Temple 
sources see Weinfeld, Social Justice, 226–27.

31 t. Pe’ah 4:19,  
and see nn. 15 and 25 above.

32 Attendance at Sarah’s burial is characterized as GH again in Gen. Rab. 58:9 (Theodor-Albeck, 
ed., 629); 62:3 (Theodor-Albeck, ed., 675).

33 In y. Yoma 1:1 (38b) = y. Sotah 1:9 (17c) (“They sat and stitched together his eulogy and 

Gen. Rab. 96:3 (Theodor-Albeck ed., 1237) (“The righteous one, who lives eternally, rewards every 
step that individuals step in GH”), with accompaniment of the corpse to the burial place; and in b. 
Ketub. 8b (“ ‘Rise and say something concerning the comforters of the mourners.’ He began and 

dsj ylmwg
etc.’”), with comforting mourners.
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ed., 60]) as bwf lk wnlmgç (“who has bestowed upon us all good”) to the occasion 
of the burial of the Bethar dead.34

There is a structural analogy between, on the one hand, the close connection 
between the category of GH and attendance on the dead, and, on the other, the 
preoccupation of contemporary Roman collegia with burial and commemoration 
of deceased members. While Mommsen’s proposal that certain collegia devoted 

functions were nevertheless sometimes their raison d’être and in most cases their 
central preoccupation.35 These collegia supported “an empire-wide rise in the 

GH in the above rabbinic texts seems to constitute a manifestation.36 The same 
expectation of reciprocation that drives the burial practices of the collegia occurs 
in Gen. Rab. 96:3 (Theodor-Albeck, ed., 1237).

        dwps ˜wdb[yyd db[ wbl la ˜ty yjhw awhm hbyq[ 'r μçm 'ma ryam 'r
dsj lmgttd dsj lwmg ˜wwlyd ywwl ˜wdpsyyd

R. Meir said in the name of R. Akiva: What is meant by “[for this is the end

they may do. Eulogize, that they may eulogize. Accompany [the bier], that

34 In t. Ber. 6:1 (Lieberman, ed., 1:32), which parallels 16, the fourth blessing 
is called byfmhw bwfh, and this name is the standard one in later sources.  For the link between the 
fourth blessing and Bethar see, e.g., b. Ber. 48b; y. Ber. 1:5 (3d); and the brief treatment in Shulamit 
Elizur, [bra ˜y[m wa çwlç ˜y[m hkrb, in hnçb hnç (1999) 425 n. 13.  The presence of the GH 
motif in the fourth blessing of the grace after meals may contribute to the confusion in the sources 
concerning the integration of the mourner’s blessings—the third of which, addressed to the comforters, 
unsurprisingly goes by the name of μydsj twlymg—into the grace after meals.  On these sources 
see most recently Pinchas Mandel, larçyA≈rabw lbbb μymwjntw dpsh yghnm l[ :'wbl la ˜ty yjhw'
dwmlth tpwqtb, in Studies in Talmudic and Midrashic Literature in Memory of Tirzah Lifshitz (ed. 
M. Bar-Asher et al.; Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 2005) 395–96.

35 See Rebillard, Care of the Dead, 37–41; Omno M. Van Nijf, The Civic World of Professional
Associations in the Roman East (Amsterdam: J.C. Gieben, 1997) 31 (“About one third of the total 
epigraphic production of Roman associations in the eastern provinces records funerary activities 
of some sort.”); Jinyu Liu, “The Economy of Endowments: The Case of the Roman Collegia,” in 
Pistoi dia Tèn Technèn: Bankers, Loans and Archives in the Ancient World, Studies in Honor of 
Raymond Bogaert (ed. Koenraad Verboven et al.; Leuven: Peeters, 2008) 240 (“Most endowments 
to collegia were meant to be used for commemorative rites.”); and the extensive bibliography in 
John Bodel, “From Columbaria to Catacombs: Collective Burial in Pagan and Christian Rome,” in 
Commemorating the Dead: Texts and Artifacts in Context (ed. Laurie Brink and Deborah Green; 
Berlin: de Gruyter, 2008) 180–81 n. 7. On whether the Jewish synagogue itself functioned or was 
recognized as a collegium in the Roman context see Lee I. Levine, The Ancient Synagogue: The 
First Thousand Years (2d ed.; New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2005) 130–31.

36 The quotation is from Van Nijf, Civic World, 38. For burial on the public dole see the statement 
of the stam in b. Ketub. 48a. In the Mishnah pericope on which the stam comments, m. Ketub. 4:4, 

and a professional lamenter (tnnwqm), but he addresses the situation of a husband paying for his 
wife’s burial. On m. Ketub. 4:4 and related sources see Nissan Rubin, The End of Life: Rites of 
Burial and Mourning in the Talmud and Midrash (Tel-Aviv: Hakkibutz Hameuchad, 1997) 194–95.
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dsj lwmg
be bestowed upon you.37

It is unclear whether the engine of reciprocation is social—either in the context 
of a formal institution like a collegium (though this is less likely), or through 
informal social networks—or theological, via divine reward. As I will suggest 
below, precisely this ambiguity is characteristic of the rabbinic category of GH 
generally, insofar as it partially refashions reciprocal exchange on the model of 
charity, where the “return” comes not from the recipient, but from God.

Attending upon the dead and visiting the sick, among other benevolences, are 
predicated of God in a teaching attested both in the Palestinian targum tradition 
and in rabbinic literature. Thus, for example, R. Simlai opines (Gen. Rab. 8:13 
[Theodor-Albeck, ed., 67]):

˚rbm μytm rbwqw ˜ylwj rqbmw twlk fyçkmw μyntj ˚rbm 'qhç wnyxm
        aryw ˜ylwj rqbm 'lxh ta yyy ˜byw twlk fyçkm μyhla 'ta ˚rbyw μyntj
           'r μçb 'jn rb lawmç 'r 'gb wta rbqyw μytm rbwq 'rmm 'lab yyy wyla
        ˚rbyw 'ra 'pm 'bb dw[ b'[y la μyhla aryw lbal μynp harm πa ˜tnwy

wkrb μylba tkrb ˜tnwy 'r 'çb aja 'r wkrb hkrb hm wta

buries the dead. He blesses grooms: “And God blessed them” (Gen 1:28). He 
adorns brides: “And [the Lord] God built up the rib” (Gen 2:22).38 He visits 
the sick: “And the Lord appeared to him by the terebinths of Mamreh” (Gen 
18:1).39 He buries the dead: “And he buried him in the valley” (Deut 34:6). 

the mourner, as it is written, “And God appeared to Jacob again as he came 
from Padan-Aram and he blessed him” (Gen 35:9).40 With what blessing did 

37 MS Vatican 30 adds crying to the list. R. Akiva presumably reads “should take it to heart” 
(literally, “will give to his [own] heart”) to mean that what the living one does for the dead, he in 
fact does for himself (“to his heart”), because his GH will be reciprocated.

38 For the exegetical basis see Gen. Rab. 18:1 (Theodor-Albeck, ed., 161).
39 See also b. Ned. 40a and b. Šabb. 12b for the notion that the Shekhinah dwells above the head 

of the sick. As Rashi observes (b. Šabb. 12b s.v. d[ws), the exegetical basis lies in Ps 41:4: “The 
Lord will sustain him (wnd[sy) on his sick bed” (NJPS). The word wnd[sy is winkingly read as wnr[sy, 

r[s “to visit/heal,” as most pertinently 
in the phrase aryxq çynya rw[syl “to visit a sick person.” b. Ned. 40a, per Michael Sokoloff, A 
Dictionary of Jewish Babylonian Aramaic of the Talmudic and Geonic Periods (Ramat-Gan: Bar-
Ilan University Press, 2002) 823 (s.v. r[s). On this root see also (with caution) N. H. Torczyner, 
hdwhAy˜b rz[yla lç ˜wlmh ylwçb, Lešonenu 13 (1944) 105–11.

40 The notion that God appears to Jacob qua mourner appears to emerge from the verbal link 
between aryw “and [God] appeared” and the technical term in rabbinic literature for the visit to the 
mourner, μynp twarhl “to show face” (Aram. ˜ypa ymjm). On the biblical report, Rachel only dies 
in Gen 35:16–19 after God’s appearance, but the assumption that the death occurs before Jacob’s 
visit to Bethel at the beginning of Genesis 35 occurs elsewhere in rabbinic literature, e.g., Lev. Rab. 
35:1 (Margulies, ed., 855) and parallels.
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41

twnybçwç. 
Genesis Rabbah

˜ynybçwç
b. Nid. 42

t. Pe’ah 

Tg. Ps.-J. ad 
˜ynyksm asnrpml

43 

’Abot 
R. Nat. A

hjmçmw hlkh ta ˜qtm hyh ˜hb qs[tm hyhç μydsj twlymg ˜h hm
μwy lkb μym[p hçlç llptmw yn[l hfwrp ˜twnw tmh ta hwwlmw

l[ abtk μyçr yd [dy ydk layndw rmanç ˜wxrb tlbqtm wtlptw
awh amwyb atlt ˜ynmyzw μylçwry dgn htyl[b hyl ˜jytp ˜ywkw htybl

tmdq ˜m db[ awh yd lbq lk hhla μdq adwmw alxmw yhwkrb l[ ˚rb
and

41 MS Tg. Neof. Frg. Tg. ad
Targum Neophyti 1: A Textual Study

Eccl. Rab. ad
ad 

 y. Ber. b. Ber. b. Ketub. 

filanqrwpiva

TDNT filanqrwpiva
42

The Talmud 
Yerushalmi and Graeco-Roman Culture II

43
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cause her to rejoice, and he would accompany the dead, and would give a 
coin to the poor person, and would pray thrice per day, and his prayer would 
be favorably received, as it says, “When Daniel learned that it had been put 
in writing, he went to his house, in whose upper chamber he had had win-
dows made facing Jerusalem, and three times a day he knelt down, prayed, 
and made confession to his God, as he had always done.” (Dan 6:11, NJPS).

This exegesis likely depends on an idiosyncratic rendering of the last part of the 
prooftext. The word adwmw (NJPS: “and made confession”) is taken to refer not to 
the act of prayer—after all (so the rabbinic interpreter would have supposed), the 

alxmw that Daniel prayed—
but to God’s response. The shade of meaning proper for the context is therefore 
not confession but concession, or consent.44 Likewise, μdq (NJPS: “to”; literally 
“before, in the presence”) becomes an indirect means of predicating agency, as 
in Dan 6:27: μ[f μyç ymdq ˜m (“I hereby give an order,” NJPS).45 The next clause 
explains why God “consented to” Daniel’s prayer: “because”—so yd lbq lk often 
functions elsewhere—“he had done before this”; that is, because Daniel had done 
kindness before he prayed.46 For our purposes, what is important is that, together 
with adornment of brides and accompanying the dead (standard forms of GH in 
the sources that we have surveyed above), Daniel counts among his deeds the 
provision of money to the poor. Likewise,  17a can claim that R. 

of distributor of charity.47

But such blurrings of GH and charity in fact merely take t. Pe’ah 4:19 a step 
further, for even as the latter pericope categorically distinguishes GH and charity, 
it implicitly assumes a fundamental underlying similarity.48

rabbinic texts surveyed above, which simultaneously center GH around reciprocal 

44 For hdwh with the sense of consent or agreement in rabbinic Hebrew see, e.g., 2:6.
45 On this μdq see most recently Jan Joosten, “L’araméen de Qumran entre l’araméen d’empire 

et les Targumim: L’emploi de la préposition <<devant>> pour exprimer le respect dû au roi et à 
Dieu,” in 
in Aix-en-Provence, 30 June – 2 July 2008 (ed. Katell Bertholet and Daniel Stökl Ben Ezra; Leiden: 
Brill, 2010) 84, 86.

46 For a similar notion, that one who performs twxm is as one who prays before God—with the 
implication, in light of the prooftext, from Job 22:28, that God responds to the “prayer”—see t. 

 5:24.
47 See also, e.g., y. Pe’ah 8:8 (21b) (= y. Šeqal. 5:4 [49b]), where R. Eliezar b. Yaakov’s efforts 

MS Leiden: 
dsj tlmg hta), and b. Šabb.
pursue the poor (MS Munich 95: μyld rja ≈wrl μydsj ylmwg lç ˜krd).

48 In light of the above discussion of various forms of GH, we may also observe the same 
continuity between GH and charity in the following Tosefta passage (  3:13): “In a city that 
contains Israelites and gentiles, the parnases collect from Israelites and gentiles, on account of ‘ways 
of peace’ (μwlç ykrd). They support the gentile poor and the Israelite poor, on account of ‘ways of 
peace.’ They eulogize and bury the gentile dead, on account of ‘ways of peace.’ They comfort gentile 

18
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exchange and situate it next to, or even superimpose it upon, charity, we may 
suggest, in sum, that the category aims—I speak in teleological terms, or in terms 

these texts were blind to their effect—at blunting the elements of gift and hierarchy 
that arise around reciprocal exchange. GH as a category is unlike charity but like 
it. It encompasses ordinary social transfers, comparable though not identical to 
twnybçwç, and also benevolent acts for which God himself serves as model. The 
category inches the machinery of exchange away from the orbit of patronage and 
toward the orbit of charity, so that reciprocation no longer becomes the engine, or 
at least the sole engine, of benefaction.49 

in the category’s presence in both of the lists with which tractate Pe’ah in the 

pilgrimage offerings, GH, and Torah study. The second list, comprised of things 

and mother, GH, making peace between two people, and, the equivalent of all of 
them together, Torah study. If Torah study—unique not only because the second 
list characterizes it as the equivalent of all the other items therein, but also because 
it is the only activity on either list that is not constitutively interpersonal—may 

recipients who do not reciprocate: the poor and priests.50 The second list addresses 

in both contexts, and thus, rhetorically, binds the two contexts together.51

mourners, on account of ‘ways of peace.’ ” The Yerushalmi parallel, y. Demai 4:4 (21a) = 
 1:3 (39c), omits the eulogizing but adds visiting the gentile sick and tending to lost vessels.
49 See also t. Pe’ah 4:18, where, according to Gardner’s persuasive analysis (“Giving to the 

hope not of social recognition and reciprocation in this world, but of reward from God in the next. 
I am arguing that the rhetoric of GH in rabbinic (especially Palestinian, especially tannaitic) 
literature aims, in more systematic fashion, at an analogous deconstruction of the boundary 
between euergetism and charity. See also Sir 7:32–35.

50 On the connection between priests and the poor in Second Temple and rabbinic texts see 
Tzvi Novick, “Blessings over : The Origins of a Category,” HUCA (forthcoming); Gardner, 
“Giving to the Poor,” 19 (on m. Pe’ah 1:1 itself), 47. 

51 Susan Sorek’s book, Remembered for Good: A Jewish Benefaction System in Ancient Palestine 

Jews in late antiquity developed a benefaction system that resembled Mediterranean euergetism 
but differed in making God the sole patron, and thus limiting dependence on benefactors. The 
“motivational ideology” of this benefaction system was, Sorek claims, dsj. To support the last 
claim, Sorek examines the usage of the word dsj in the Hebrew Bible; its translation equivalents in 
the Septuagint; the usage of such translation equivalents in other Greek Jewish sources, especially 
Josephus; and, on occasion, rabbinic sources. While Sorek’s use of rabbinic sources is very 

additional discussion of the rendering of dsj in the Septuagint, see Jan Joosten, “dsj ‘bienveillance’ 
et ELEOS “Car c’est l’amour 
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To appreciate the extent to which GH positions itself to do this rhetorical work, 
let us consider two alternative and roughly contemporaneous conceptualizations 

he is dining, according to Luke 14:12–14 (RSV).

When you give a dinner or a banquet, do not invite your friends or your 
brothers or your kinsmen or rich neighbors, lest they also invite you in return, 
and you be repaid. But when you give a feast, invite the poor, the maimed, 
the lame, the blind, and you will be blessed, because they cannot repay you. 
You will be repaid at the resurrection of the just.52

The Pharisee is instructed to invite only those who cannot repay him. Rabbinic 
GH is not so radical: It extends, according to t. Pe’ah 4:19, to the wealthy as much 
as to the poor. If Luke’s Jesus rejects the ordinary forms of social reciprocity, GH 
instead presses it, even in its most typical form, into the divine economy. When 
Abbaye explains the aforementioned baraita, according to which visiting the sick 
has no measure, to mean that the great should visit even the commoner (lwdg wlypa 
˜fq lxa) (b. Ned. 39b), he accurately conveys, if not the intended meaning of 
the tannaitic statement, then the basic rhetorical aim of the general category. It 
encompasses the radical vision of Luke 14:12–14, but only as an endpoint (wlypa 
“even”), not to the exclusion of the ordinary patronage mechanisms.

The second useful comparison is to a category in rabbinic literature that is in 
many ways co-referential with GH: “good deeds”—in Hebrew bwfh hç[m (thus 
in some tannaitic and amoraic texts) or μybwf μyç[m (thus primarily in amoraic 
literature).53 If R. Eleazar of Modiin, in the tannaitic passage quoted above (Mek. R. 
Ish. Yitro 2 [Horovitz-Rabin, ed., 198]), reads the clauses of Exod 18:20 to refer to 
various forms of GH, R. Joshua, cited just prior, takes them to refer to Torah (i.e., 
study, and good deeds). The category of good deeds commonly pairs with study.54 

 
(ed. Eberhard Bons; Leiden: Brill, 2004) 25–42. I thank Gary Anderson for the latter reference.

52 On patronage in Luke-Acts see Halvor Moxnes, “Patron-Client Relations and the New 
Community in Luke-Acts,” in The Social World of Luke-Acts: Models for Interpretation (ed. Jerome 
H. Neyrey; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1991) 241–68.

53 See also the interchange between the plural (e[rga ajgaqav) and the singular (e[rgon ajgaqovn)
in the semantically equivalent (and possibly genetically related) Greek phrase, found in Acts 9:36 
(where it pairs with charity) and numerous times in the Pauline and Deutero-Pauline epistles 
(Rom 2:7; 13:3l; 2 Cor 9:8; Eph 2:10; Phil 1:6; Col 1:10; 1 Tim 2:10; 5:10; 2 Tim 2:21; 3:17; 
Titus 1:16; 3:1).

54 Shimon Sharvit, Language and Style of Tractate Avoth through the Ages (Beer-Sheva: Ben-
Gurion University of the Negev, 2006) 75–76.  See, e.g., m. ’Abot 3:11;  7:21 (Lieberman,ed., 
3:200); y. Ber. 4:2 (7d) (in this case with “knowledge” rather than study). Note likewise the famous 
debate on the relative merits of study (dwmlt or çrdm) and deed (hç[m, which might be taken as a 
metonym for bwfh hç[m; see the exegesis of Dan 6:11 above for the interpretation of db[, “he did,” 
the Aramaic equivalent of Heb. hç[
the interchange of “works” and “good works” in Eph 2:9–10 and elsewhere), on which see Marc 
Hirshman, The Stabilization of Rabbinic Culture, 100 C.E.–350 C.E.: Texts on Education and Their 
Late Antique Context (New York City: Oxford University Press, 2009) 32–39.
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remains bound up with the dynamic of reciprocation.55 But its participation in this 
dynamic allows GH to do the rhetorical work of bridging between the economy 
of reciprocal exchange and the economy of charity.

Conclusion
Both oppositions analyzed in this essay address the relationship between reciprocal 

twnm jwlçm and μynwybal twntm, 
accepts the categorical distinction between these transfer structures, and suggests 
that in contexts like Purim that highlight this distinction, the presence of charity 

the anti-solidarity dimension of exchange. The second opposition, between GH 
and charity, gestures in the opposite direction. The category of GH suppresses 
the solidarity-fracturing consequences of reciprocal exchange by bringing it into 
relation, as exchange, with charity. If Jesus, on Luke’s report, would reject reciprocal 
exchange outright, and if the category of μybwf μyç[m altogether ignores the dynamic 
of reciprocation that in practice drives many of the behaviors it encompasses, GH 
represents a more measured approach that acknowledges but simultaneously 
suppresses the engines of patronage and indebtedness. The project of being Jewish 
in a Mediterranean society inspired not only institutional responses to the problem 
of reciprocity, but also, as in the case of GH, rhetorical ones.

55 GH does pair with Torah in the Bavli (e.g., b. Ber. 5a; b. Yebam. 105a;  17a). This 
innovation—whose roots may lie, in part, in the lists in m. Pe’ah 1:1, where GH and Torah occur in 

Thus diluted of the element of reciprocation, GH can stand for the full gamut of praiseworthy conduct.
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